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Abstract: Hubble Space Telescope (HST) images 

of resonantly scattered solar Lyman α by atomic hy-

drogen present in the exosphere of Mars taken in Fall 

2007, were analyzed using a radiative transfer (RT) 

model. The brightness of the exosphere was observed 

to decrease by ~40% over a period of only 4 weeks. 

Reasonable fits to the data were obtained by varying 

the exobase temperature and number density of atomic 

hydrogen. A decrease in density was detected through 

the  modeling process which substantiates the observed 

decrease in brightness of the exosphere. The presence 

of a non-thermal population of H was not detected in 

the data. As for oxygen, the presence of hot oxygen 

atoms has been clearly detected in other HST-STIS 

data through RT modeling.  

Introduction: Data from the Mariner spacecrafts 

first detected airglow from both H and O in the martian 

atmosphere [1], [2]. Analysis of Mariner data revealed 

exospheric temperatures between 325 to 350 K [3], [4]. 

Temperatures derived from other missions like Viking 

and Mars Global Surveyer yielded much lower exo-

spheric temperature values between 180 K – 220 K. 

This led to the speculation of the presence of non-

thermal components in the martian exosphere as sea-

sonal variations alone could not account for such dis-

parities. Data analysis from instruments onboard Mars 

Express i.e. SPICAM and ASPERA-3 did indicate the 

possibility of the presence of hot H and O population 

[5], [6], [7]. However, at present there remain large 

uncertainties associated with the relative importance 

and efficiency of various thermal and non-thermal pro-

cesses facilitating the loss of H and O from the atmos-

phere of Mars. We have used HST data to constrain 

these processes and accurately determine escape rates 

of H and O which is directly related to the history of 

water on Mars. This study will have enormous reper-

cussions on the history of water loss from Mars.           

Observations: The Advanced Camera for Surveys 

(ACS) onboard the HST was used to image the Lyman 

α emission from the exosphere of Mars. These obser-

vations were obtained in a series of 3 visits, 15th Octo-

ber, 27th October and 9th November 2007 and were 

synchronized with SPICAM observations onboard 

Mars Express. During that time Mars was moving 

away from the Sun in its orbit and its solar longitude 

was between 330º and 345º respectively. Dedicated  

 
 

Figure 1: HST image of the martian exosphere for 9th Nov., 

2007. The image has been rotated so that the north pole of 

the planet is pointing directly upwards. The white lines are 

contours of constant kilo-rayleighs.   

 

observations looking away from Mars (offset by 5 

arcmin) were also obtained for each observational run 

which was then used for estimating the background 

contribution. The background emission, which consists 

of the geocorona and the interplanetary hydrogen 

(IPH), were calculated from these observations and 

subtracted from the data to obtain the final images of  

 

 
Figure 2: Intensity of the dayside exosphere of Mars as a 

function of radial distance from its center for 15th October, 

27th October and 9th November 2007. Note the dramatic 

change in intensity between the first and the last day of ob-

servation at a time when the solar Lyman α flux was nearly 

constant. 
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Mars with Lyman α emission only from the H exo-

sphere. Shown in Fig. 1 is an example of a final re-

duced image of Mars in Lyman α which was used in 

the analysis. 

Fig. 2 depicts the radial brightness profile of the 

martian dayside exosphere for the three different days 

of observations. The intensity of brightness is ex-

pressed in kilo-Rayleighs. It is evident from this figure 

that there was a significant decrease in brightness be-

tween the first and the last day of observation. This 

trend is also observed in the SPICAM data [8]. 

The STIS instrument onboard the HST was used 

for observing the 1304 Å emission from atomic oxy-

gen in the martian atmosphere. These observations 

were conducted during the year 2003.   

Modeling: Mariner 9 observations indicated that 

the exosphere of Mars was optically thick in Lyman α 

[9]. Therefore, in order to simulate the HST observa-

tions of  martian exospheric Lyman α emission, we 

constructed a radiative transfer model. The basic as-

sumptions for the radiative transfer model are based on 

Thomas, 1963 [10]. The RT model has been developed 

based on Chaufray, 2008 [5]. This model was then 

combined with a Chamberlain exosphere without satel-

lite particles [11] and a simplified diffusion model 

based on Krasnopolsky, 2002 [12] below the exobase, 

for modeling the physical atmosphere of Mars. We 

consider a spherically symmetric atmosphere with only 

CO2 and H being the major components.  

      A Monte Carlo RT model based on Chaufray et al., 

2009 [7] was used for modeling the 1304 Å oxygen 

emission. 
      Summary of Findings and Discussion: 

      For atomic O: HST-STIS observations of the 1304 

Å oxygen emission acquired by our group was mod-

eled using an RT model. Comparison of the observed 

spatial profile of the 1304 Å line with modeled line of 

sight brightness revealed that the observed brightness 

exceeded the modeled brightness for altitudes higher 

than 650-700 kms. This provided evidence of the pres-

ence of a super-thermal population of oxygen in the 

thermosphere of Mars with constraints on its tempera-

ture.   

      For atomic H: We were able to image a  large ex-

tent of the dayside martian exosphere in Lyman α with 

the HST, which has never been done before. The upper 

atmosphere showed ~40% decrease in brightness dur-

ing the 3 sets of observations conducted by HST over 

the course of a month, in the fall of 2007. Simulations 

using a radiative transfer model yielded exospheric 

temperatures between 170 K and 250 K with variations 

in number density by almost a factor of ~10 in the exo-

sphere of Mars. Keeping the temperature constant and 

using reasonable number density values consistent 

with other modeling efforts, the Jeans escape flux was 

found to vary by a factor of ~1.5 for a period of just 4 

weeks. Comparison of the radial brightness at different 

angular distances from the sub-solar point yielded 

good agreement with a spherically symmetric exo-

sphere. 

      The observed differences between the first and last 

days of observation could be attributed to seasonal 

variations of the Martian atmosphere, as during the 

time of observations Mars was moving away from the 

Sun in its orbit. Large changes in the martian atmos-

phere could also have been brought about by the global 

dust storm which engulfed the planet during June, 

2007. This storm was considered to be among the most  

massive ones to have ever affected the red planet. 

However, at this point it is unclear as to the reason 

behind this highly variable behavior executed by the 

upper atmosphere of Mars. Further observations are 

required to fully understand and characterize this phe-

nomenon. In conclusion, this extreme behavior dis-

played by the martian exosphere is unlike any seen 

before and requires changes in the classical picture of a 

steady well-behaved exosphere.       

      Future Work: Efforts are ongoing towards charac-

terizing the uncertainties associated with the radiative 

transfer modeling. This study will help constrain the 

effects of various thermal and non-thermal processes 

towards the escape rate of hydrogen from the upper 

atmosphere of Mars. Further observations of Mars are 

being scheduled using the HST for Spring 2014. This 

project will serve as a precursor towards analyzing 

future HST observations which are necessary for un-

derstanding the dynamics of the martian atmosphere. It 

will also assist in interpreting data from the MAVEN 

mission once it reaches Mars.      
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